Lex Machina has the most accurate, complete, and transparent analytic data, as well as exclusive Outcome Analytics that you can only find in Lex Machina. Our data is compiled, cleaned, and enhanced by a unique combination of artificial intelligence and in-house legal experts, and updated every 24 hours. Here are some of the capabilities that set us apart from other analytic tools:

1. Unique Outcomes

Only Lex Machina’s Outcome Analytics provide damages, findings, resolutions, and remedies, which are critical to understanding what happened in a case, and knowing who won.
2. Invaluable Insights

Our unique Case List Analyzer helps you find all the cases like yours, with our exclusive practice-specific filters and tags. You can look up, e.g., a list of data breach class actions or insurance cases concerning business liability policies, based on actual pleadings documents.

3. Accurate Data

Only our patented Attorney Data Engine corrects and adds missing counsel data, producing an accurate record of the appearances of your lawyers and your opponent. By using document-based analysis, we include records that other systems simply will never see.

4. Transparent Sources

Only Lex Machina allows you to show your work and drill down from high-level trends to the underlying dockets and documents. We provide you with clear definitions of our case types, tags, findings, damages, and more, so you always know what you’re looking at and where the information came from.

5. Instant Results

Our unique Quick Tools make it easy to instantly compare judges, parties, or law firms, create winning motions, explore patent portfolios or expert witnesses, and more.